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I Matrix Methods in Differential Geometry
Let a rectifiable curve K » "x(s) in Euclidean a-epace
E* be given paraiaetrically by the coordinate* x.(s) of ite
points with respect to a fixed orthonormal coordinate
i 1, . .., » has a continuous derivative of order n. We
take as parameter s the arc length along curve K measured
fro® a flxfed point e •
o
Denoting differentiation with respect to s by a
prime (') and differentiation with respect to some other
parameter, say t, by a dot (*) we have
lemma 1 If on a C curve x(t) we take as parameter
.t
I
the arc length s » C f x.(u) + ... + 1 (u) " j * dt
o




ds " dt ds f:
l(t)




! ' i a unit vector.
|x(t)|
Proa the fact that two vectors are orthogonal if
their inner product vanishes we hare
lemma 2 The derived vector a*(s) of a differentiabl*
vector 'a(s) of constant length is orthogonal to a(s).
proof* By hypothesis a(s).a(s) » c so
a'(e).a(s) + a(s).a'(s) « 2 a(s).a'(s) - 0.

W« now define at each point of X an orthonorraal
coordinate frame (called the moving a«frarae) as follows?
Let e
1
= Ic* the tangent vector (a unit vector by










» - k .e .
El-1 m~1
In the first of equations (1) e
1
is a known vector
(which by lemraa 2 is orthogonal to e.) and the convention
k
1
> determines the direction of @ 9 » The requirement
that e\ be a unit vector determines k. - /® 1 J»
How as&urae that the first i-1 of equations (1) have
be^n solved for k , «.., k. , and the vectora © , ,.., e.
are an orthonormal sot. Consider the i equation
e, = ~ki-i®i-i * ^ •«-.«• **.* must be a unit vector
and k,>0 so k. » le. + k. ,©.
., / • Forming the dot
I 1 ' i 1-1 1-1 l
product of e.
1
with each of e,, . .., e .
i
*i+T®l " k~ ^i * ki-1®i-l''*i * ° £?inc<B ®i.-| and «i are
orthogonal by assumption and e..e. • b' lem?)a 2. Kow
e,.e. - if i / j so c,.e. + © , .e . - andi i r i i j
°i+r ei-i - FT K + k i-i e i-i>- ei-i " kT ^ci-r°i + k i-i>
i i

For i < i-1 ai+1 .^ • $~ t*[ * k i-1 Si-l)- Sj - r
±
<"V*J>
• (-k . /• , «N
.1-1 .i-1 1> "•
so ©. * is orthogonal to «., . .., e. . Thus the first a-1
of equations (1) do ifi fact give us an orthonoraal a-fraa©
and as-1 uniquely determined positive quantities k., i«1,... f o-1
th
Yte need only show that the a equation is consitotent
with the others. Sines* ©.,» . .., e span the space E ,
e » a„e„ ... + a 4 9 „
a 11 ©-1 a-1 •f a e . e.e » bjr lesiraa 2am ma
so a - 0. •*4 0»e.e,+e.e. for j< so
e • ©. «-© .e, « -e . i-k. „e. « + k.e. „)
-i -1 n j a v .1-1 j-1 J J+V
if o a-1
-e .k „e « -k « if j«a-1
a a-1 a a-1 "
Hence a. ...» a m * and a 4 » -k „ giving the
i a-<i a- 1 a-1
desired equation © «• -k 4"& .^ a a-1 a-1
Since /^ \ / ^(s)
and
®»i
are both orthonormal fraaes.
^ /
.
a / N a












A'(s) A V)/ r 1
-1
The product matrix A'(s) A~ (s) is called the Fronet matrix




lemma 5 F(AE) - F(A) + A F(B) A






» A'A" + A(B'B" 1 )A" 1 - F(A) + A F(B) A" 1 .
lemma 4 If A(s) is orthogonal then F(a) is skew
symmetric.
proof i A A »I since A is orthogonal.
Differentiating, A*' A AtA« - 0, Right multiply by A" 1
,
left multiply by (A*)" 1 , and note that k A 1 *, (A*)" 1 - (A* 1 )*t











- (A'a'V A'A~ 1 - 0,
hence F(A) -P(A).




















which display* F(A) explicitely as a skew symmetric matrix.
The k (s), i = 1, . .., m-1 are called generalized curvature
quantities.
his is the usual form of the moving m-frame and
Frenet matrix. In later sections a slightly different frame,
to which this discussion applies, will be used.
Example
For a « 3 we write g
1
= t tangent, e ?
e, b binorraal. Equations (1) become
n normal, and

t» • k^ / k.,(e)
n 1 - -k^ +k
2





n \ -k 2
(e)
A mapping x —?Rx b is a Euclidean transformation
if R is a constant orthogonal matrix and b is a constant
rector. Two curves are congruent if one is the image of
the other under a uclidean transformation.
iemna £ If tow curves K,. , K ? differ only by a
translation x 1 (s) = x (a) b, they have the same
Prenet matrix.
proofs t.. = x\. * * X* » t«. Since the Frenet matrix
is determined uniquely by the tangent vector and equations
(1), they are the sane for the two curves.
letu f.a 6 If two curves K,., K_ differ only by an
orthogonal transformation, x
1
(s) * Rx„(s), they have the
same Prenet matrix.
proofs In the fixed coordinate system /j 4
('
the moving m-fraae of x^s) is given by
. « AR • so
'«/ \
Jm/
f*(a) - (ar~ 1 )»Uh~ 1 )~ 1 * a»h" 1 ha"* 1 A'A" 1 » f(a).
We now prove a uniqueness theorem,
Theorem J, Two curves K,. , K_ have the same Frer.et
matrix if and only if they are congruent.
proofs The "if" part follows from lemmas 5 and 6.
Let K. and K» have moving a-frames given by a(s) and B(s)

respectively. Since the orthogonal matrices form a group
there exists an orthogonal matrix C(e) such that
B(s) » a(b) C(»). By hypothesis P(a) - F(B) so by lemiaa 3
A F(C) A" 1 - so F(C) - C«C" 1 - 0. Thus C i» a constant
matrix, hence K... can be "rotated" by an orthogonal
transformation into Kf such that the tangent vector t..
of K
1









C t..(u) du and K2 is given by
x2 (s) « x2o + J
t








so xt(s) - x„(s) «= 1L - Xr, is constant. Hence K„ and
f * * ' HI j£0 l
K
2
differ by a translation, K- and K
?
differ only by a
translation and orthogonal transformation.
A matrix K(s) is continuous if each element k..(s)
is continuous, and bounded by b, |K/-Cb, if each element
is bounded by b, |^ i J < b. If K(s) is continuous on a
closed interval, it is bounded on that interval.
We now prove the fundamental theorem of differential
geosetry.
Theorem 2 Given any aatrix K(s) continuous for
s < s< s.., any s*, s < s* < s., and any orthogonal matrix
M and point x(s*), there exists in E a unique curve K
passing through x(s*) having (^.
X! | . J as its ra-fraae at the
point "x(s*) and K(s) as its Frenet matrix on some
interval about s*.

prooft First we find a nonsingular matrix A(»)
defined on the g-iven interval such that K(s) F(a(s))
and A(s*) I where I is the nsXa identity matrix. We
solve the matrix differential equation A'(s)a" (s) « K(s)
with initial condition a(s*) m I. We writ© A* • KA and
solve by successive approximations
A (s) - I
8





(s) - I +( K(u)A
t-1 (u) du
The continuous mXm. natrix K(s) is bounded on any
closed interval about s*, | K ( s )/ 5 b. Then by induction
It / \ i t—1 tK (s;j < a b . Also by induction we have
t-1. t /s-8*< *
(2) (At (e) - At-1 (e)/£ m
Z'\
t!
since I A.(s) - A (s)jf ( | K.(u)| du b/s-s*/ and












. t-1.t /•* JU-S*'* - t.t + 1 )8-8»l U1
< aba b
J
— du - a b
( t^).
so (2) holds for all t.
The expression on the rlgrht hand side of (2) is the
.th , . A « ... -, . «1 isb/s— s*/t+1 teria m the Taylor senea fexpansion of ^ e '
lia
which converges uniforaly. Therefore A(s) t-?«>Ax(s)

exists and satisfies the integral equation
,»
(3) A(s) - I + \ K(u) A(u) du .
;
s*
All the functions At (s) are continuous, being integrals
of continuous factions. Th© convergence to a(s) is
uniform since )s-s*j in (2) can be replaced by the larger
constant |s
1
-s | • Thus A(s) is continuous and differentiable
so A'(s) K(e) A(s) as desired. By construction A(s*) « I.
The determinant cf A(s*) is unity, and the determinant of
a matrix of continuous functions is itself continuous so
there is an interval about s* in which this determinant
is greater than zero and A(s) has an inverse and
A'(s) A" (s) o k(s) as desired.
By theorem 1 the unique solution of B , (s)B~ (s) K(s)
with initial condition B(s*) - M is B(s) A(s) M since
B'(s)B" 1 (s) - A'(s) Mfif 1 A~ 1 (s) - A»(s)a" 1 (») £()•
Now we show that the moving m-frame /'3
1
b(.)( :
determines a curve K,
V.'e have everywhere in the interval of definition of
B(e) the tan? ent vector e
1
(s). Then
~x(s) « x(s*) + ( ©.i(u) du gives the curve K.
>s*
K is unique since any other curve having K(s) as its
Frenet matrix is congruent to K but the given M and
x(s*) single out one curve from the congruence class.

II Connection of Elliptic and Spherical Geometry
uclids five postulates are
i) any two points determine a unique straight line
ii) a straight line may be produced to any length, still
a straight line
iii) a circle of any given radius can be drawn about
any given point
iv) all right angles are equal
v) the parallel postulate, equivalent to Playfair's
Axiom: through a given point one and only one parallel
can be drawn to a given line.
If these are modified as follows
ii) ' a straight line is unbounded
iii)' a circle of any ffiven radius less than -z can be
drawn about any given point
v) ' any two lines in a plane will meet
we have elliptic geometry*
For a rigorous axiomatic development one also needs
Kilbert'a axioms of incidence, separation, congruence,
and continuity (see for example Coxeter [ij pp 20-23 or
Wolfe [2] ^ 12-16).
It is easily seen that the postulates i), ii) 1
,
iii)*, iv) , ) ' hold on a unit sphere in Euclidean space
if we identify antipodal points, considering points on
the sphere as elliptic points and great circles on the
sphere as elliptic lines. The elliptic plane, or sphere
with antipodal pointa identified, is equally well
represented by a bundle of lineo in luclidean space,

considering lines of the bundle as elliptic points and
planes determined by pairs of lines as elliptic lines.
Either of these representations generalize readily
to higher dimensions. To interpret elliptic concepts in
tersss of Euclidean concepts we simply translate according
to one of the following dictionaries (which are restricted
here largely to one and two dimensional features):






















































The representation by Euclidean (m+1) -dimension
sphere is the intersection of a unit sphere centered

at with the bundle of lines through of the second
representation. We trill take the surface of a (ci+1)-
dimension Fuclidean sphere as a model of elliptic
-space B •
A variety in E will be any k -dimensional sub3pace
k A A
1 generated by a set l.. , . . . , i, of k a orthonormal
vectors concurrent with 0; an (a-1 ) -dimensional variety
in E will be a hyperplane, a 1 -dimensional variety in
E; will be a line.
Two varieties F and E are orthogonal in E if
every vector in the set 1 , . ..,1. generating E is
either a linear combination of vectors of the set
3 1 » ••• '3-t
generating E or is orthogonal to all the o's.
A k-dliaensional s-variety S in S will be the
intersection with the unit sphere in E of a (k+1)-
1 1+
1
idimensional variety in E .A s-hyperplane in S is a
(a-1 )-diaensional e-variety, a s-line is a 1 -dimensional
k 1
s-variety. Two s-varieties S and 8 are orthogonal in
B k+1 1+1
S if the corresponding varieties E and E are
orthogonal in E •
A k-dimensional s-surface (curve, h.^persurface, etc.)
in S is the intersection with the unit sphere in E"14 of
a (k+ 1 ) -dimensional surface in • A k-diitsensional
m
surface in E is represented by giving the ccordinates




,u, ) , i«1,...,s.
Where confusion will not result we will use simply
IT*
line, hyperplane, etc. for subspaces of '.' .

Theorem 3 In elliptic space S , a ~~2, the lines
orthogonal to a hyperplane ^ are concurrent in a point
P at a distance — frosa each point of °< •
proof: The case a»2 is proven in Somrcerville
((3J p 88). This case is easily seen by looking at the
3
ordinary sphere in %'i all great circles orthogonal to
TT
the "equator" aeet at the "pole" union is distant -r from
k+1
the "equator".
Assume the theorem holds for sa«k» consider in S
the k-diaensional hyperplane *<» Consider a (k-1)-
dimensional variety L in <=< • The lines orthogonal to <=<
kthrough L form a k-dimensional variety S so by hypothesis
these lines are concurrent in a point P distant — from L,
hence distant * froia ^ . Consider another (k-1)-
dimensional variety L 1 in
c"< distinct frora L. The
lines orthogonal to <=<
through L 1 are concurrent
in a point P' dl slant "r
from <=*. • But among the
linss orthogonal to <=-<»
there is one,/, comason
to both L and L'. Both P
and ?' lie on 4 distant -r
from .^ so P«P' . Thus all
lines orthogonal to <=< are concurrent in P so the theorem
holds for S3«k+1. By induction it holds for all a. The
diagram illustrate® the proof for the case m=3«

The point P is the pole of "^ and °< is the polar
of P. A s-hyperplane ^ in B corresponds to an nt-dimen-
sional hyperplane in E • The pole of c^ <~ corresponds to
the remaining orthogonal direction in E , i.e. the
polar of a point P of b"* represented by x is the




III Duality for Curves in 8
In equations (1) part I let e
1
x, a unit vector
(since it is on the unit sphere). The arguments of part
I apply for any choice of 8, so long as it is a unit
vector. Then e
1
' » x' is the tangent, a unit vector by
lemma 1, so k 4 « 1 and e„ to e form an orthonormal
1 la
m~frame with Frenet matrix / 1 ... I
-10 k,.... \
...-k , k _
. . . -k ,,0 / .
m-2 '
In elliptic plane geometry the dual of a curve C
is the envelope of the lines which are the polars of
points P of C. On the model in S this is the intersection
with the unit sphere of the surface which is the envelope
of planes dual to the points of C« For point P«x on C the
dual plane is, substituting plane coordinates for point
coordinates, Y'x 0. A point on the envelope must also
satisfy J'x* » 0. In E; we take / x
x«
n / as the moving
ai-frame so the curve dual to C is traced by the vector f ,
T »n since it is perpendicular to both x and x'
•
Quantities related to the dual curve C will be denoted
n









where s is arc length on C and k t» the elliptic plane
curvature of C.

Denoting- the determinant of a matrix whose row
rectors are a, b, c by a, b, c we compute x, x' , x f *
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to 8^
x, x 1 , x" » x, x* , -x+k n
« x, x 1 i -x + x, x' , k n
k x, x* , n « k
x ' * x
since a determinant two of whose rows are proportional is
zero, a determinant all of whose rows are unit rectors is
unity in absolute ralue and for a right hand system is
+1 . and x 1 ' is obtained from (1). The currature k of thex
' n







» ds » ds
n n
2
= n , n ' » n ' • •* n ' '






and s is arc length on the dual curre C • From (1)
n n v '
n' -k x' bo
x
n" - -k 'x* - k x»» - -k 'x' + k x - k 2nXX XXX
so, dropping terms which are multiples of prerious rows,
k • n, -k x 1 , k x - ''k " n, x 1 , x - k
n x x x ' ' x
since interchanging adjacent rows changes the sigh of a
determinant and x, x' , n = 1
.
The dual of C is traced by perpendicular to both
x and n as before so = x 1 , i.e. the dual of the dual
of C is C itself. Thus
ds 3 , ds 6 ds 3
i ,2 n * . 4 x n *k = k "j— * k i— -— .x n ds x ds ds
x n x
5 3If and k are non-zero we can cancel obtaining 1 k so

ds
(2) k = T-8 andv ' x ds
x
ds
(3) k « T"2 1A •w
' n ds ' x
n
Given any smooth curve C in the elliptio plane
with curvature k(s) we have





of the dual curve. This contrasts with the results in
Euclidean plane geometry ) k ds » 2 T7~for any simple
C
closed Jordan curve.
The integral (4) is over the curve G on the unit
sphere in B and L is the length of the dual la1 n
spherical geoEetry. However (4) still holds for the
elliptic plane (sphere with, antipodal points identified)
since the path of integration will be twice around the
curve and the integral will be twice the length of the
(elliptic) dual. Similar remarks hold for equations (9)
and (10) of the next section.

IV quasi-Duality for Curves in S* and Sm









where k„ is the elliptic cxirvature of C and k is the
1x ^ 2x
elliptic torsion of C. The dual to a curve in S^ will
2
"be a surface, but inspired by the computation in S and
the results yielded by simular computations in S and
CI 5
S we define a quasi-dual to curve C in S as the curve
C traced by n and having frame (n, I, x' , x) . 77e
compute [ x, x' , ~x' ' , x 1 • •/ . Prom ( 1
)
(2)
x i I = -x + v t1x










)ic. k1x .t k 1xn
so omitting terras proportional to previous rows
[x, i'»l" f l"»j •[** X», k 1xt, k 1xk2xn/
a k
1x
2 k2xO *•"*• Hl - k 1x2 k2x '
Again the dual of the dual of a curve is the curve itself so
i^i r -a dn d n d^n /
*1n k2n "/ n » ds~» ds^» dT*J
n
2
-[n, n» ^, n" ^ + n»^»^ t
«(n, n»^, n»'^ 2 t -n"»^ 3 /
- f 6 [n t *•, n", •••/
ds
where C^ t*s~ as before. We compute

(3) V"" " "^x'* ~k 2x*' -V* ^x^lx*' + k2x»>
-k2x"*
-k2x^-k 1x^ ,+k2x^ * ^"V***^
-k f-k„ 'x' -k. (-x+k. t)+k.. «n+k (-k t)J2xL 1x 1x v 1x ' 2x 2x v 2x /
omitting the unnecessary terras














2 k, V 6 .VH
' 1n 2n 1x 2x
How using equations (2)
[x, x', x", nj «[x, x» , k 1x"t, nj - k^
so, using equations (2) and (3)?
,
f •-» dn d n -» 7 j)3t^ - • -» i i -1 /k
1n "/ n » ds~» ds"?' x i" ^ l n » n » n » xi
n n






X '» X J»




From (4) and (5) we have k^2 *2xV 6k2n • k^2 k^3^ 6
or, if k.. 9 kp , and 4 are not zero,
<«> k2n "
1A2x '
Now -— » ti 1 ^ - -kp tf t but this must be a unit
n
rector by leraisa 1 so -k
? rf
«= ±1. We want s to increase
with s so 4* is positive,
x
(7) <? - 1A 2I . Thu»
< 8 > k1n--k 1xk2xV
5
--"iV^&l •
The results in equations (6) and (8) and in (3) of
section 1X3 were obtained by Rostinsky[4J.

Given a smooth curve C in elliptic space with its
k
1
(s) and k 2 (s) we have












,2length of the dual curve as in S , and






C '** C ~ "" —x' ~~n C
In Euclidean space E^ ( k. da "2 2 77* with ©quality
for plane curves, and no simple expression ia known for
f k 2 da .
da •
n












If the curve C with frame (x, x' , %* 9 *.«, t „ f n) is
not completely contained in a subspaoe S of b ofi
dimension k< a we take as its quasi-dual the curve C
B
traced by n with frame (n f tm-2 » • , "t 1f x' t x). If




Let primes (') and latin numerals denote differentiation
with respect to s , dots (*) and roiaan numerals denote
differentiation with respect to s , and *r ds /ds .i n* x' n
Let the symbol -~ denote that only those terms are retained
which do not result in linear combinations of previous
vectors (and thus would not affect the value of the

determinants to be calculated). Then froa (1a)
(11)
:» -
-x + k. t„ -k. t.1x 1 1x1
:»« ~ k„ t • ~ k„ k n T„1x 1 1x 2x 2
^(a-1)
_ v k- *
1x \ta-2)x ai-2
x N ' — k„ • .
•
k/ . v n
1x (a-1)x
and from (11 ) and [x, x', t if . . . , ~t ot n] +1 we getL J IS— <£
Mx, x
,
..., x J - * 1x *2x '••
k (m-l)x
,(*-0 m-2 , m-3
12) <
|x, x i ••• ( x , nj = x^ x K« ••• K (m-2)x
( .(m-2)[x, x', ..., x v ', t
n-2 , nj k 1
m-3
• • • K. (m-3)x
/x, x« , x'
'
, t 9 , . . . , t , n J k'2' •••» Mm-2' " ~ ~1x




n (-1) 2 k, .«, k, oN t _^
:
v
' (m-1)x (a-2)x a-3
(4-2)
,







» (• 1 )s %., )5 -^'
and corresponding to equations (12) we have
ia-1/[n, n , ..., n x 'J - k 1n ... k (m-l)n
,(*-D
I
n, n , ..., n^ ', xj - k1n ... k (m-2)n
(12a) / i f J iii 1n (m-3)n
[n, ..., n , t lf x , xj - k 1n ... k (ni_4)n
In, n , n , t . , ..., t„, x', xj - k„
i ' m-4 ' 1' * J 1n

Combining (11a), (12), and (12a) and noting that
[n, t
B-2 t ••• tlt *»| xj £ B l*t **» ^fi •••» \-2' "^
a(tn+ 1
)
where £ (-1) we find





1n a v ' (m-1)x (m-2)x
k 4
2









1n 2n a x ' (m-1)x (a-2)x (a-5)x
(15)
^ k* k!" 1 ... k m£€ ,k, !t 1 ... k, ^(«+1)(s+2)1n 2n an a s+1 (m-1)x (b-s-1)x 2
for 8 » 1 | •••! m-2
,a-1
, ^ r i a , 2 ,/;a(a+l)/2k„ ... k/ « \ «£ £ k/ „ N ... k. ^ v "In (a-1)n *-» a (a-1)x 1x ^
The arguaent leading to (?) holds in a-diaensione bo
(14) <? - 1A (E.1)X •
Assuming all k / we compute froa (13) and (14)
sx
(15) k .£ (,i)3




ak (m-l)x(m-1)x x '
*o - T~—,£ (-1)
6
k, *\






^ a v ' (m~1)x (a-2)x (ra-3)x 7
2
- f«^^ k (m-1)x
5 k (a-2)x







4 k (a-2)x k (a-3)x
2
k (a-4)x
5n m 4 k 2 k 5 k 10K2n K 1n K (a-l)x
. c (n-Dx ~(m-2)x (a-3)x '(M)x K (a-Dx
/ m3 , 3 /v \2 . 2 . 10
(











for j - 3 e-1. Then
K / A \ K / «\ • • • !





s+1 .8 . 2 . (s+1)(a+;k
1n •'•
k (s-l)n k (m-l)x
, , 8+1+8+...+2
^ m £ g+1 (m-s-l)x (m-Qx
(I* )
S £ S
~ 1 (-l) 8
-2
...(.l) 2k, ^ (s+1)(8 +2)/2v ia' b x ' v ' (m-1)x
C 8+1 kCm ; K (m-s-l)x K (ra-l)x * 1;
(m-s-1 )x . ,
k/ 4 v - sn(m-1 )x
where sign k
gn
- (-1) ""' t s+1





(17) k » - k/ A \^J^-r « \ • 8 3t •••» ra-2v
'' an (m-s-ljx' (ta-1)x * "
For 8 « m-1 this formula does not apply. By (6) and
equation (j) of section III we have k 1 V^.. an^
k? » 1/kp for © = 2 and « 3 respectively. For m 7
3
we have froa the last of equations (13)
k




(ia-l)n " , m-1 . ci-2 . 2
1n 2n (m-2)n
, m-1 , 2 . m+(m-1 ) + . . .+2 - ia(ia+l)/2












.here sign R (m., )n
-
(^J-^.,,-^**)-.*
= (-1 ^3a(a+l)/2 - (m-1)(m-4)/2 - a + 1
z
„\in +3ra-1 „(-1) = -1 80
(18) k/ ,v « -1/k/ .v , 33 ^3.v
' (m-1)n ' (m-1)x ' '
Kquations (15) through (13) give all the generalized
curvature quantities for the quasi-dual curve C •

V Duality for Curves and Surfaces in S'
W« first find the dual of a curve C in S ; given






where [x, x 1 , e,, n ] 1.
If we think of C as a olass curve, the envelope of
its tangent vectors x' (x' is the intersection with the
unit sphere in ET of the plane of x and x')> its dual will
be the developable surface S generated by the dual lines
which are the intersection with the unit sphere in E of
the planes of e, and n. Whereas x represents the point
coordinates of curve C in Kj e_An represents the line
coordinates in the Grassman manifold G (see Auslander
[5l P 1 76) of the rulings of S.
Calculating from (1) by the rules of exterior calculus,
as in the example
-r-(e,4n) « -r-e, ^r. + 'e,/i 7-11d3 N 3 do 3 3 °-e
* (-k
1




) « -k^Mn ,










Given a surface S in ;• we have two cases. If S is
a developable surface the tangent plane ^ at a point
is tangent at every point of the ruling through 0. The pole
P of ^ is the dual point corresponding to every point
of the ruling. The points dual to the rulings generate a
curve C dual to the developable surface S.
If S is not developable, let S be given by x « x(u,v).
Take the unit surface normal n and unit vectors e of ©_ ind 3
the tangent plane of S such that x, e 2 , e_, n form an









so dx mCOA*2 * °i•**
By Poincare's formula (Guggenheimer /6] p 190) ddx
so by (3) and exterior differentiation
« dK.e„ +









But x, ~e„, e,, n are linearly independent so their
coefficients must vanish, in particular for n, so
«V*>24 «V*J54 0.
Then by Cartan's theorem (Guggenheimer L6J p 189) there is
a frame x, e~*, e,*» ^1 such that the second fundamental
* 3
















The invariants k.., k are the principal curvatures
of the surface S and are related to the Gause curvature,
K, and mean curvature, H, of the surface by
K « k^kp
H -
-JHk., + k2 ).







k <-„ + k„<->11 2 2
































(5) K I - 2H II + III




is n. Prom (3) dn • -^0il e« -''-'a,,®* and this must be the
tangent plane in S' of the dual S to surface S. So S
has normal direction x and frame / n
Thus from (3) I - III, II « II, III - 1 and
by equation (5)
K I - 2H II II
n n B n B
K. Ill - 2K II + I -
a n

bo if K / 0, K * 1/K and H - h/k are the Gauss and
n n
mean curvatures of the dual surface K •
n































k - 1/k.2n ' 1
are the principal curvatures of the dual surface S
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